
A Complete Ecosystem of Innovation
Sears think[box] at Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) 
provides CWRU affiliates and the wider Cleveland community 
with access to a complete ecosystem of innovation. The 
Advanced Interfaces facility will add Software Engineering 
resources, specifically to assist think[box] users with 
development of the software components to their product. 
Cutting-edge equipment and expert advice are available to 
users at every stage from their product’s fist prototype to 
market. Previously, think[box]’s resources have been primarily in 
the fields of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering and 
entrepreneurship. 

Implementation Stages
1. First example projects and hardware 

available
a. Projects

i. ESP8266 based web server
ii. Webstore
iii. Mobile app with card stack interface

b. Hardware
i. ESP8266 and ESP32  based 

development boards
2. Two graphics workstations installed
3. Second set of example projects and 

hardware available
a. Projects

i. ESP8266 based chat bot
ii. Platformer style video game
iii. Machine learning example

b. Hardware
i. Wireless routers and portable hard 

drives with example projects to work 
from

4. Two more graphics workstations
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Facility Resources
A complement to the rest of think[box]’s resources, Advanced 
Interfaces will provide access to specialized equipment which 
is typically not available to the general public: 
● General purpose, high-performance computers and 

peripherals will be available for 
○ Aideo editing
○ App development
○ Other computationally demanding projects

● Test platforms will be provided along with guidance from 
staff. These resources will be part of collaborations with 
facilities on campus that specialize in each area.
○ Mobile devices
○ XR equipment
○ IoT Devices
○ Specialized audio equipment

Resource Use Flow Chart

Value to the Community
Software development resources are often free to use, and 
the open-source movement has ensured that there will 
always be a plethora of options for learning and 
experimenting with software development. 
The hardware required for cutting-edge development, 
however, has a high cost which limits it from being freely 
available. As a part of think[box] and through collaboration 
with other groups on campus, Advanced Interfaces will offer 
state-of-the-art development resources freely to any 
think[box] user, with a focus on engaging the greater 
Cleveland community.

Community Engagement
To ensure free and transparent access for all, our work will 
build on existing strategies used throughout think[box]:
● Use the expertise of local nonprofits in the form of 

workshops in schools and community spaces. 
● Hold How To think[box] courses that introduce software 

development concepts
● Bring K-12 classes and special interest groups to tour the 

space and discover how they can be a part of it
Participants will be able to continue learning at think[box] if 
they are interested in the materials we cover in these 
workshops. 
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